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1. General
The website www.euronav.com (hereafter "Website") uses cookies and similar technologies. This cookie statement
(hereafter "Cookie Statement" or "Statement") wants to inform you as a visitor about its use.
Euronav NV, with registered office at De Gerlachekaai 20, 2000 Antwerp and registered with the CBE under number
0860.402.767 (hereafter Euronav "we" or "us") wishes you as a visitor to point out that you do not have to accept all cookies
. Accepting it does not constitute a condition for visiting the Website. When refused, there is a possibility that certain
applications of our Website and additional services will not function optimally, as a result of which the user experience of the
Website will change (see also point 6. Disabling cookies).

2. What are cookies ?
When visiting the internet on a website or using an application (eg app) from Euronav, files and technologies can be used
that store information on your final apartment (PC, laptop, smartphone, tablet, etc.) or access information that is already
available stored on your terminal equipment.
The files and technologies do not contain viruses or other harmful applications.
Cookies are small information files that are stored by the internet browser on your computer or mobile device when you visit
a website or when you use a (mobile) application. They work as a kind of reminder for a website. Thanks to cookies and similar
techniques, our Website can easily keep track of specific information about our visitors and their surfing behavior.

Cookies can in principle be placed both by Euronav itself ("first party cookies") and by third parties ("third party cookies").
Third-party cookies ensure that certain information is sent to third parties through your visit or use of the Website.
Cookies are sometimes placed temporarily ("session cookies", these are deleted when you close the browser) and sometimes
permanently ("persistent" cookies, which remain until they expire or until you delete them).

3.

Personal data and their use

In general, with regard to the collection and processing of your personal data and your rights thereto, we would like to refer
to our Privacy statement.
Since some of the cookies used and / or similar techniques, described below, may contain data that may identify you directly
or indirectly, the following is explained individually: who sets these cookies, for what purpose and for how long the data
collected from them information is kept.

4.

Which cookies does this Website use?
1.

FUNCTIONAL COOKIES

Functional cookies and similar techniques are necessary for our Website to function properly. The information in question
does not record specific data of the individual user, but is necessary for a useful use of the Website. They are therefore also
placed by us as standard and cannot be refused. These cookies and applications are required:


to allow you to navigate smoothly on our website and to be able to use our Website easily or to enable interactivity
with our Website



to save your surfing preferences such as your language



to remember the information you give us about different web pages or surfing sessions, eg when filling in form



to speed up the loading of web pages, to guarantee security, to test the Website or users, to detect abuse or to
detect the required age
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2.

ANALYTIC COOKIES

Analytical cookies enable us to find out more about how you as a visitor interact with and how you respond to the content of
our Website. That way we can design our Website even better. The information in question does not record specific data of
the individual user, but is used to create and analyze web statistics on a total level. For this we use Google Analytics.
This mainly concerns cookies and techniques that record the number of visitors, your surfing behavior, usage patterns and
error messages for optimizing the content and structure of our website.
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3.

TRACKING COOKIES

3.1 Advertising cookies
Tracking cookies and similar techniques used by us mainly concern the use of advertising cookies that can be placed by us
and third parties and the so-called social plug-ins that are placed by third parties on our website.
Advertising cookies are used to collect information about your surfing behavior so that you can be shown the advertisements
that are of interest to you. These cookies keep track of your browsing history over time, whether or not combined with
information from third-party sources, to display relevant content, messages (eg push messages) and advertising messages.
The collected data is also used for research purposes and market analysis as well as for the correct and proper functioning of
the advertising system.
If you refuse these cookies, this does not necessarily mean that you will no longer see any advertisements. After all,
advertisements are also shown that do not use such cookies and that are adapted to the content of our website, for example.
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3.2 Social plug-ins
Social plug-ins are web components that are designed to share content from an external source with a social network and
that allow a certain personalization of the external website.
Social plug-ins are always based on the third parties involved. For example: the like or share button of Facebook, Twitter and
Linked in.

These plug-ins make it possible to share the content of our website that you view via social media. The use of social plug-ins
is necessary for the functioning of the buttons that make this sharing possible and that ensure that the relevant third parties
can receive and recognize your data when you want to share the information.

3.3 Third party cookies
For the cookies and similar techniques that third parties place (see above) and the possible data that they collect with them,
we refer to the statements that these parties provide on their own websites. After all, we do not play a role in the collection
and processing of data that is made on the basis of these third party cookies, nor do we store that information, nor do we
process it.

5.

Disable cookies

It is possible at any time to revoke your initial consent for the use of cookies and similar techniques on our Website. This with
the exception of the strictly necessary cookies that are necessary for the optimal functioning of the Website. Disabling cookies
may result in certain applications of our Website and additional services not functioning optimally.
1.

VIA THE WEBSITE

In the footer of the Website you will find a button “Click here to change Cookie Preferences”. You will then be able to
enable or disable specific cookie categories in the popup. This is the same cookie popup that appears when you visit the
Website for the very first time.
2.

VIA THE BROWSER

Via your browser settings, under the security and privacy settings, you can choose to disable cookies. Even if you continue
browsing the Website, without changing your browser settings, same Cookies Preferences will be used as chosen via the
Website. In addition, you can also delete cookies by deleting your "browsing history". Please note that if you refuse cookies,
the user experience of the Website may change.
-

Cookie settings Chrome: https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=nl

-

Cookie settings Firefox: https://support.mozilla.org/nl/kb/cookies-in-en-uitschakelen-websites-voorkeuren

-

Cookie settings Internet Explorer: https://support.microsoft.com/nl-be/help/278835/how-to-delete-cookie-filesin-internet-explorer

-

Cookie settings Safari: ‘Preference’s > 'Privacy' and indicate that you want to block all cookies. On an iPad, iPhone
or iPod touch you will find the option for cookies under 'Settings'>' Safari '.

6.

Amandments

We reserve the right to unilaterally change our Cookie Statement at any time. Every modified version is online and can be
found on the Website.

7.

Any questions?

If you have any questions about our Cookie Statement and cannot find the answer to your questions here, you can always
contact us via dpo@euronav.com.

